Among the components that can fortify computer security there is a relatively new entrant known as the memristor (contraction of memory resistor).
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the mid-1970s, information security has evolved from primarily focusing on the confidentiality and integrity of stored and in-transit data to incorporating trust, privacy, and remote ground truthing. Over this 40-year span, the usage scenario of security technologies has evolved from securing physical premises with mainframe computers to securing lightweight, low-cost, high-performance, and lowpower mobile phones, tablets, and sensors.
On one hand, classical security (i.e., mathematical or algorithmic) has created elegant security primitives and protocols. Unfortunately, these solutions are not only slow and consume significant amounts of energy for most modern security primitives but are also vulnerable to physical attacks (e.g., radiation or exposure to high temperatures). On that other hand, nanoelectronic devices 1 enable conceptually new and strong security primitives. Nanoelectronic security primitives are potentially more robust than conventional complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) device-based security primitives. Nanoelectronic devices have the potential to yield computing systems with miniscule form factors, ultra low-power consumption, and fast computation times relative to CMOS devices.
A variety of materials and devices including memristors, spin-torque devices, phase change materials, graphene, plasmonics, and quantum dots are being investigated for use in nanoelectronics. These nanoelectronic devices have nonlinear input-output relationships and exhibit inherent process variations similar to current CMOS technologies [1] - [4] , while demonstrating technology specific characteristics.
The objectives of this paper are: (i) to emphasize the security capabilities of nanoelectronic devices; and (ii) to highlight the outstanding challenges in exploiting nanoelectronic devices for security For this purpose, we explain the characteristics of different nanoelectronic devices and how they can be used to build the following security primitives: physical unclonable functions, public physical unclonable functions, random numbers, unique signatures, tamper detection circuits, and cryptographic architectures.
Section II explains different nanoelectronic devices and their properties, which can be leveraged for security. In Sections III and IV, we describe how nanoelectronic devices can be used to build physical unclonable functions and public physical unclonable functions, respectively, which can be used in several cryptographic protocols. Section V details how nanoelectronic devices can be used to generate random numbers and unique signatures. Section VI, explains one can use using nanoelectronic devices to build a tamper evident memory. In Section VII, we demonstrate how one can perform forensic analysis on a nanoelectronic device-based digital logic circuits. Section VIII describes crypto-architectures using nanoelectronic devices. Section IX concludes the paper. Overall, we expect to convey our vision of security as an important application for nanoelectronic devices.
II. NANOELECTRONIC DEVICES AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
In recent years, device physicists have realized a wide variety of nanoelectronic devices. We now highlight some of the devices which are identified as potential candidates for logic and memory applications by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [10] .
A memristor consists of two metal-oxide layers sandwiched between two electrodes as shown in Fig. 1(a) [2] .
One of the metal oxide layers has oxygen vacancies, and the other lacks. On applying voltage/current, the resistance of the device changes due to the shift in oxygen vacancies (see Section II-A for more details.)
A resistive random access memory (RRAM) consists of a metal-oxide layer sandwiched between two electrodes as shown in Fig. 1(b) [5] . On applying a sufficiently high voltage, a conduction path is formed within the metaloxide layer, facilitating the flow of current. Consequently, the resistance of the device is decreased.
A contact-resistive random access memory (CRRAM) is a variation of RRAM realized by stacked TiN/TiON layers as depicted in Fig. 1(c) [11] . This structure uses the drain of a CMOS transistor as the bottom electrode, enabling a compact cell array. Consequently, one can build a highdensity memory. Similar to RRAM, the switching resistor is set and reset with appropriately applied voltages.
A phase change memory (PCM) consists of a phasechange material and a heater sandwiched between two electrodes as shown in Fig. 1(d) [7] . On applying a large current pulse for a short duration, a region of the phasechange material changes to amorphous, thus exhibiting a high resistance. On applying a current pulse for a relatively longer duration, the amorphous region is turned into crystalline, thus decreasing the resistance.
A spin transfer torque random access memory (STT-RAM) consists of two magnetic layers: a free layer and a fixed layer. An insulating barrier separates these two layers. This structure is sandwiched between two electrodes as shown in Fig. 1 (e) [8] . On passing a current through the device, one can change the free layer to be parallel or antiparallel with the fixed layer, thereby decreasing or increasing the resistance.
An orthogonal spin transfer random access memory (OST-RAM) consists of three magnetic layers: a free layer, a fixed layer, and a polarizer layer. Each of these layers is separated from its adjacent layers by a barrier. This structure is sandwiched between two electrodes as shown in Fig. 1 (e) [8] . The switching mechanism, though similar to that of STT-RAM, is faster than STT-RAM due to the polarizer layer.
We use memristor as the candidate device to explain device characteristics that enable security primitives. Fig. 1 . Device structure of candidate nanoelectronic devices: (a) Memristor [2] . (b) Resistive RAM [5] . (c) Contact resistive RAM (CRRAM) [6] .
(d) Phase change memory (PCM) [7] . (e) Spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-RAM) [8] . (f) Orthogonal spin-transfer torque RAM (OST-RAM) [9] .
A. Memristors 1) Theory: Memory resistance or memristance MðqÞ relates charge q and flux , such that the memristance of the device changes with the applied electric field and time [1] :
where, MðqÞ is the memristance of a memristor, measured in ohms. Memristance at any time instance depends on the integrals of the voltage (current) across (through) the device from À1 to that time. Thus, the memristor behaves like an ordinary resistor at any given instance of time, while its memristance depends on the history of the device [1] , [2] .
2) Device Structure: Memristors have been fabricated from a variety of materials. For example, a TiO 2Àx layer with oxygen vacancies on a TiO 2 layer without oxygen vacancies sandwiched between metallic (platinum) electrodes as shown in Fig. 1(a) [2] . More generally, a memristor consists of an insulator sandwiched between two metal layers (metal-insulator-metal or MIM), where the insulating layer may be a variety of materials including chalcogenides [12] , [13] , metal oxides [14] , [15] , perovskites [16] , [17] , or organic films [18] , [19] .
3) Operation: Memristors have at least two resistance states, a high resistance state (HRS) and a low resistance state (LRS). To switch a memristor from the HRS to the LRS (a SET operation), a voltage bias of the appropriate polarity and magnitude, V SET , must be applied to the device. A device in the LRS may then be returned to the HRS (a RESET operation) by applying a lower voltage, V RESET . Additional resistance states are attainable by limiting the applied voltage or current.
MIM memristors demonstrate several switching styles depending on its material stack. When V SET and V RESET are of opposite polarity, the device is said to be bipolar. When V SET and V RESET are of the same polarity, the device is said to be unipolar.
4) Simulation Models:
Simulation models for metal oxide and other types of memristors have been developed based on their device physics [20] . The relation between the flux ðtÞ and the memristance of the device, MððtÞÞ, can be written as
where L, W, and D are the length, width, and thickness of the device, respectively. is þ1 (À1) for positive (negative) voltages, and is mobility of the dopants. The rate at which the domain wall moves is given as [21] dW dt
where I is the current flowing through the memristor, and p is a fitting coefficient.
5) Characteristics:
Metal-oxide memristors have unique characteristics that may be leveraged for security. Not all types of memristors possess all these characteristics. The specific characteristics exhibited by a memristor depend on the material used. i) Nonvolatility. Memristors retain their memristance value even when the power is turned OFF. ii) Bidirectionality. Some bipolar memristors exhibit similar current-voltage characteristics irrespective of the polarity of the applied voltage or current. This is evident from the symmetric, theoretical I-V curve in Fig. 2 . iii) Nonlinearity. The I-V characteristics of memristors are highly nonlinear due to their timedependent and voltage-dependent behavior, as shown in (2) . Also, the HRS to LRS ratio is typically on the order of 10 3 À 10 6 . iv) Formation process. For many types of memristors, a separate forming step ðV f Þ is required to initialize the memristor to the LRS. Prior to this point, the memristor behaves as a linear resistor; only after forming the devices exhibits the switching characteristics [23] . v) Memristance drift. On applying an input voltage (positive or negative) across certain metaloxide memristors, its memristance changes because of the movement of dopants, a process called memristance drift [2] . The amount of drift depends on the polarity, amplitude, and duration of the applied voltage.
vi) Process variations. According to (2) , the memristance of a memristor is affected by processvariation induced changes in its dimensions and dopant concentration. Furthermore, the effects of variation in the thickness of the memristor upon its memristance values are highly nonlinear (more significantly for the LRS than the HRS [24] , [25] ). vii) Radiation-hardness. Some memristor devices are inherently radiation-hard due to their material properties [2] . viii) Temperature stability. The LRS and HRS values are highly stable in the case of a TiO 2 memristor, since the temperature coefficient of resistance for TiO 2 is very small (less than À3:82 Â 10 À3 =K). However, the switching speed of the memristor varies with temperature because of the change in the mobility of dopant atoms. Table 1 lists the characteristics exhibited by different nanoelectronic devices. All these characteristics with the exception of nonvolatility and radiation-hardness pose problems when these devices are used to build memory and logic circuits. However, we show that these typically problematic characteristics can be useful in the context of security. Only the memristor exhibits all these characteristics. Hence, we will use memristor as an example device and explain how security primitives can be built by leveraging its characteristics.
III. NANOELECTRONIC PHYSICAL UNCLONABLE FUNCTIONs (NanoPUFs)
In this section, we introduce physical unclonable functions (PUFs). We then describe the architecture of a memristorbased NanoPUF, analyze its security properties, and compare it with CMOS-based PUFs.
Random unclonable physical disorders in the integrated circuit (IC) fabrication process may be leveraged to produce unique responses (outputs) upon the application of challenges (inputs) [26] . A special circuit called the physical unclonable function (PUF) is used for this purpose. PUFs map a challenge to a response.
PUFs have been used for secure software execution on a processor [27] , for device authentication, for trusted configuration of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [28] , and for encrypted storage [27] .
A. Architecture
Researchers have explored the inherent process variations in memristors to create PUFs [22] , [29] , called NanoPUF, which are described here. The NanoPUF shown in Fig. 3 consists of three major parts:
i) A crossbar with memristors.
ii) The challenge circuit enables one to apply a challenge (input) to the crossbar. It selects a memristor through the row and column decoders. The row decoder applies a voltage of magnitude V dd to that particular row. The column decoder selects that particular column and connects it to the load resistance, R load . All other rows and columns remain floating. While the amplitude of this pulse is V dd , one can apply it for different durations. iii) The response circuits collects the response from the crossbar for a challenge. It consists of R load and a current comparator. The comparator compares the current flowing out of the column ðI out Þ to that of the reference current ðI ref Þ. If I out is 
B. Operation
A write pulse of a fixed duration is applied to the selected memristor. Due to process variations, some memristors turn ON and the others remain OFF. If a memristor turns ON, the value of the corresponding response bit is assigned to logic 1. Otherwise, it is assigned to logic 0. While [22] varies only the duration of the write pulse, [29] varies both duration and amplitude of the write pulse.
C. Security Analysis
Simulation setup. The variable mobility model from [24] is used. For the considered device, LRS is 121 K, HRS is 121 M, D is nominally 50 nm, and 0 is 5 À18 m 2 = ðV Á sÞ. The nominal write time for the device is fixed at 7.1 S and the amplitude at 1.2 V. To analyze the capability of NanoPUFs in producing unique IDs, one can use three metricsVuniqueness, uniformity, and bit-aliasing [30] .
Uniqueness is defined as the Hamming distance between the responses from two different crossbars upon application of the same challenge. Its ideal value should be 50%.
Uniformity is defined as the proportion of 1's and 0's in a response. It ensures the randomness of the response. Its ideal value should be 50%.
Bit-aliasing is defined as the affinity of a response bit towards either 0 or 1. Ideally, the value for bit-aliasing should be 50%. Because of bit-aliasing, different PUFs may produce similar response bits. Consequently, the responses of these PUFs will be more predictable. Table 2 lists the quality of unique responses produced by a NanoPUF [22] . All the values are close to the ideal value, thus making memristor-based NanoPUFs promising.
D. Other NanoPUFs
Researchers have exploited the process variations in other nanoelectronic devices such as STT-RAM and PCM to design PUF circuits. Domain-wall memory PUF uses the variation in the write time of STT-RAMs [31] . PUF circuits are built using magnetic tunnel junction devices [32] , [33] and graphenes [34] . Similarly, one can use the variation in the write time of PCM devices to produce unique responses [35] . One can also use the variation in the resistivity of diodes in a crossbar as a PUF [36] . The randomness in the number of carbon nanotubes, their alignment, and the ratio of semiconductor to metallic tubes has been used to build PUF circuits [37] .
E. CMOS PUFs
Several PUFs have been proposed using CMOS devices. In a ring oscillator PUF (RO PUF) [38] , the frequencies of identical ring oscillator instantiations are compared with each other. The challenge to the RO PUF selects the specific ring oscillators to be compared. The response of the RO PUF is the output of this comparison. In an arbiterbased PUF [39] , the delays of identical circuit paths are compared against each other to generate a response. The paths are configured by the challenge to the arbiter-based PUF. A butterfly PUF exploits the delay variations in interconnects in cross-coupled loops found in latches and flip-flops [40] . Power networks in ICs are also used as PUFs [41] . Memory cells have also been used as PUFs. The random values in SRAM cells during start-up were used to construct a PUF in [28] . Mecca PUF exploits the read failures in SRAM cells to generate responses [42] . Surveys on different PUF circuits are provided in [43] - [45] .
F. Advantages Over CMOS PUFs
When compared to SRAM-based PUFs, NanoPUFs can generate more response bits for the same amount of area as memristors are denser than SRAM cells. Furthermore, they consume less power when compared to their SRAM counterparts.
G. Outstanding Challenges
Stability. A PUF circuit should produce a stable response for a challenge at different temperature and voltage conditions. However, the stability of NanoPUF circuits have not been reported yet.
Entropy. The number of responses produced by a PUF circuit should be exponential in the number of elements in the PUF circuit. However, in case of NanoPUFs, the number of responses produced is linear in the number of nanoelectronic devices. Hence, one has to develop techniques to increase the entropy of NanoPUFs.
IV. NANOELECTRONICS-BASED PUBLIC PHYSICAL UNCLONABLE FUNCTIONs (NanoPPUFs)
In this section, we introduce public physical unclonable functions (PPUFs). We then describe the architecture of a memristor-based NanoPPUF [46] , analyze their security properties, and propose security protocols. In this section, Alice and Bob want to exchange information securely. Mallory is an attacker trying to obtain this information.
PPUF is a variant of PUF. Its simulation models are made public [46] - [48] , unlike a PUF whose simulation models are hidden from the attacker. Although an attacker can simulate the PPUF on a given challenge to obtain a response, the simulation time is too large (e.g., several years) compared to the time it takes to apply a challenge and obtain its response on the PUF primitive (e.g,. a few nanoseconds). A NanoPPUF can implement two-party security protocols such as authentication, key exchange, bit commitment, and time stamping. One cannot use PUF to implement many of these protocols as it requires both the parties to know the challenge-response pairs a priori.
One can build a NanoPPUF using memristors by exploiting characteristics such as process variations, bidirectionality, and the simulation complexity of memristor and memristor-crossbar models [46] . Furthermore, a NanoPPUF also leverages polyominoes shapes that can be realized in a memristor crossbar. A polyomino is a geometrical structure formed by connecting a number of individual blocks. An M-omino is formed by connecting M blocks. One can consider each memristor in the memristor crossbar as a block. The number of possible M-ominoes is exponential in the value of M. The total number of possible polyomino shapes in a crossbar with M memristors is ðc M =MÞ Â N, where and c are 4.0626 and 0.3169, respectively [49] . Fig. 4 shows polyominoes of different sizes.
A. Architecture
The NanoPPUF, as shown in Fig. 5 , consists of five major parts: (i) a crossbar, (ii) a challenge and characterization circuit, (iii) a refresh and characterization circuit, (iv) a response circuit, and (v) a controller circuit.
Each crosspoint in the crossbar, shown in Fig. 5 , consists of a memristors. In addition, it consists of tap points (shown as blue colored dots) to measure the boundary conditions. These tap points are connected to voltage sensors to measure the voltages. On selecting a set of tap points, one can realize the polyomino in a crossbar. For example, one can realize an L-shaped 4-omino by tapping the points around the memristors, M1, M5, M9, and M10. The selected tap points define the boundaries of a polyomino.
The challenge and characterization circuit enables one to apply the challenge during the protocol and to characterize the memristors to build simulation models. Challenges are applied to the left side of the crossbar through the 2 : 1 multiplexer. Each challenge bit corresponds to one row. When a challenge bit is 1, the multiplexer applies a voltage of magnitude V dd to that particular row. If the challenge bit is 0, that row is floated so that no current from the crossbar leaks through the rows. The floating rows do not eliminate sneak paths within a circuit. Instead, they force all the sneak path currents to drain through the response circuit connected to the columns of the crossbar. When the challenge bit is 1, a positive pulse is applied to that corresponding row. While the amplitude of this pulse is fixed at V dd , one can change its width. The pulse is long enough to cause all the memristors in the row to switch to the LRS. In the refresh phase, the left hand side of each row is floated. During characterization, a positive pulse is applied only to the row that contains the selected device resides. All other rows remain floating.
The refresh and characterization circuit has two 2 : 1 multiplexers per row. In the refresh phase, the multiplexers apply V dd to the row. This pulse is long enough such that all the memristors are switched to the HRS. In the characterization phase, the multiplexers force the right hand side of the crossbar to float so that the characterization pulse passes only through the target device. In the challengeresponse phase, the multiplexers force the right hand of side of the crossbar to float so that sneak path currents drain only through the response circuit.
Each column of the crossbar generates a response bit. In the response circuit, each column of the crossbar consists of a load resistance ðR load Þ, a current comparator, and a sample and hold (S/H) circuit. 
B. Operation
The NanoPPUF works in four phases as described below. Characterization phase. This is a one-time operation. In this phase, the individual devices are characterized to build an accurate simulation model for the NanoPPUF. Characterization of a device involves determining its length (L), width (W), and thickness (D). Specifically for devices in [2] , the characterization process involves the following steps: i) Determining the HRS value. Switch off the device by applying a negative pulse of long duration. Next, apply a positive pulse of magnitude V dd with smaller duration. Measure the current ðI load Þ flowing through the load resistor ðR load Þ. The value of HRS is given as:
ii) Determining the LRS value. Switch on the device by applying a positive pulse with sufficient duration to turn it on. Next, apply a negative pulse of magnitude V dd and smaller duration. Finally, measure the current flowing through the load. The value of LRS is given as
iii) Determining the time to switch on ðt ON Þ. Switch off the device by applying a negative pulse of long duration. Next, apply a positive pulse of shorter duration until the device switches on. The time to switch on the memristor, t ON , is the duration of this positive pulse. After measuring HRS, LRS, and t ON values, one can solve the following equations to obtain the values of L, W, and D.
The above steps must be repeated for every memristor in the crossbar. At the end of this phase, the simulation model for the NanoPPUF is developed. Each invocation of a protocol (e.g., authentication) using NanoPPUF involves the following phases.
Refresh phase. In this phase, all the memristors are refreshed to a known state before the start of the protocol. All the memristors are switched to their HRS by applying a negative voltage pulse of sufficient duration across them. Thus, the changes in the memristance values of the memristors caused by previously applied challenges are erased. This phase uses the challenge and characterization circuit as well as the refresh and characterization circuit.
Challenge-response phase. In this phase, the challenge is applied by the challenge and characterization circuit, and the response is measured by the response circuit. The controller circuit compensates for voltage and temperature fluctuations.
Measurement phase. In this phase, the voltages at the boundaries of the polyomino nodes selected by the verifier will be measured using voltage sensors.
C. Security Analysis
Simulation setup. Simulation models of the memristor device fabricated in [2] were developed based on the TEAM Model proposed in [21] . The parameters of this device are given in Table 3 . To analyze the effect of variation, the thicknesses of the devices are varied by AE2%. To evaluate the security and stability metrics, we performed Monte Carlo simulations for 100 crossbars using the HSPICE simulation tool [50] . For each crossbar we applied 100 challenges. We used an Intel(R) Xeon E5-2450L 32 cores CPU with 128 GB memory operating at 1.80 GHz to simulate the NanoPPUF circuits.
Size of the crossbar (N) versus simulation time. The size of the crossbar should be large enough such that it is computationally infeasible for an attacker to simulate the NanoPPUF, but small enough to be fit into a chip. Therefore, one needs to determine the size of the crossbar that satisfies these two constraints. Fig. 6 shows the simulation time for different crossbar sizes and for different resistive devices. It can be seen that the memristor device has a higher simulation time than the other devices, because of it is a highly nonlinear I-V relationship.
One can estimate the simulation time of a NanoPPUF by determining the polynomial equation that fits the data points shown in Fig. 6 . Such polynomial equations can be estimated by using the curve fitting tool box in Matlab. On curve fitting the data values in Fig. 6 , the simulation time of an NanoPPUF with N rows and N columns ðN Â NÞ is given as
From this equation, one can determine that in order to have a simulation time of 1000 days, the PPUF should be of size 1782 Â 1782.
Furthermore, one can also derive the lower bound on simulation time in the following way. Many SPICE simulation tools perform transient simulations of a circuit by multiplying its voltage and conductance matrices. The size of these matrices is equivalent to the number of nodes in the circuit. In the case of the NanoPPUF with N Â N memristors, these matrices are at least of the size N Â N. As the complexity of matrix multiplication of size N Â N is 2.373 N 2 [51] , the lower bound of simulation time for the NanoPPUF is also 2.373 N 2 . Polyomino size (M) versus simulation time. Increasing the polyomino size exponentially increases the number of possible polyominoes but also increases the simulation time for the verifier. Fig. 7 shows the number of possible polyominoes and the simulation times for different sizes of polyominoes. The left-hand side (LHS) Y axis is in log scale, while the right-hand side (RHS) Y axis is in linear scale. One can infer from the figure that even for a small size of the polyomino (e.g., 20), the number of possible polyominoes is more than a billion. Such a large number of polyominoes thwarts an attacker from masquerading. The attacker does not know which of these billion polyominoes that the verifier will select for her simulation. With a polyomino size of 20, the simulation time for the verifier is around 25 s which is feasible to perform real-time authentication.
Unique responses. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the three metricsVuniqueness, uniformity, and bit-aliasingV for different crossbar sizes. It also shows a 95% confidence interval via the error bars. One can see that results are close to the ideal value of 50%. Furthermore, the spread of the confidence intervals is 3% at most.
Stability against voltage fluctuations. The NanoPPUF should produce stable irrespective of environmental variations. To estimate the stability of the NanoPPUF against Fig. 9 shows the correctness and reliability results for voltage fluctuations for an 8 Â 8 crossbar. Even though the correctness and reliability values decrease at higher voltages, the minimum value is still greater than 90%. Furthermore, the spread of the 95% confidence interval is AE1% at most. Thus, the NanoPPUF produces reliable responses even in the presence of voltage fluctuations.
D. Protocols
We now outline two 2-party security protocols enabled by a NanoPPUF. Bob's NanoPPUF is denoted by PPUF B . The challenge C is the input and the response R is the corresponding output of the NanoPPUF. B represents the set of boundary conditions (voltage values) of a selected polyomino in a NanoPPUF crossbar. The challenge set X is the list of pins, where the challenge vector C is applied. The number of bits in C and X are equal.
User authentication. We propose a user authentication protocol using NanoPPUF. It uses a NanoPPUF which is large enough that it is computationally infeasible to simulate it even for a single challenge.
Assume that Alice wishes to authenticate that she is indeed conversing with Bob and not a malicious adversary pretending to be Bob. Alice issues a challenge C to Bob. Bob applies the challenge to his physical NanoPPUF, PPUF B , and returns the response R to Alice. Given this challengeresponse pair, Alice can validate the authenticity of Bob. Fig. 10 shows a time-bounded authentication protocol using a NanoPPUF. Due to the exponentially large number of polyominoes in the NanoPPUF and the bidirectionality of the NanoPPUF, Alice can simulate selected polyominoes and validate the inputs and outputs along the boundaries of the selected polyomino.
An adversary, Mallory, masquerading as Bob has to respond to Alice with the same output response R. However, this is not possible as Mallory cannot simulate PPUF B to obtain response R, and R is random for different challenges. Alice can safely pick a random polyomino from among the exponential number of polyominoes in this large NanoPPUF grid to validate the challenge and response on PPUF B . Mallory has near-zero probability of randomly guessing the chosen polyomino. Consequently, Mallory cannot choose the polyomino a priori and simulate it. For additional security, Alice could use two or more polyominoes or even request responses from Bob to two or more challenges.
Remote secret key exchange allows Alice and Bob to securely communicate by encrypting their messages with a secret key. A challenge to the NanoPPUF can be used as the secret key. For this protocol, the size of the NanoPPUF is substantially reduced so that one can simulate it in real time.
When Alice decides to send a message to Bob, she simulates a secret key C B on PPUF B and calculates R B . Bob receives a copy of R B , the encrypted message, M ¼ C B È m, and the input challenge set X on which the challenge was applied. Since Bob owns the NanoPPUF that originally output R B , he determines the secret key to decrypt the message by iterating through all the challenges in X on the given input set until the challenge C that produced R is found. While can perform this in real-time as he has access to PPUF B , an attacker can only simulate it. Since the simulation time of PPUF B is long (say, several years), and Mallory has to iterate through all the challenges in X, she cannot determine the key. For these reasons an eavesdropper is unlikely to find the secret key through simulation. 
E. Other NanoPPUFs
Till now, NanoPPUFs using only memristors have been proposed [46] . One needs to investigate the applicability of using nanoelectronic devices other than memristors as PPUFs.
F. CMOS PPUFs
SIMulation Possible but Laborious (SIMPL) systems were proposed for time-bounded authentication [48] . SIMPL systems were constructed using cellular nonlinear networks and CMOS-based static random-access memory (SRAM) cells. Another CMOS-based PPUF uses XOR networks [47] . This PPUF also assumes that the simulation of the entire PPUF circuit is computationally impossible.
G. Advantages Over CMOS-Based PPUFs
In a SIMPL PPUF, the time difference between the execution of an input on a SIMPL primitive and simulation of a SIMPL model has not been demonstrated. This may preclude their use in two-party protocols like bit commitment, oblivious transfer, zero-knowledge proofs, and coin flipping that requires an exponential difference [47] .
The simulation model of XOR-based PPUF is simpler than that for nanoelectronic devices for a variety of reasons including their unidirectional nature. Hence, to achieve a desired security level (simulation time), the XOR-based PPUF has to be substantially larger; at least 10 000 XOR gates are required [47] . Such large XOR-based PPUFs have a large latency (e.g., several seconds).
NanoPPUF solves these problems as they have a high simulation time compared to SIMPL and CMOS-based PPUFs due to the inherent bidirectionality of memristors. Furthermore, the size and speed of the memristors ensure that NanoPPUF is more compact and can operate at higher speeds than SIMPL and CMOS-based PPUFs.
H. Outstanding Challenges
It is essential to consider several challenges in designing a NanoPPUF. Failure to do so could jeopardize the integrity of the system by wrongly authenticating a fraudulent user or disavowing a legitimate user.
Modeling errors. NanoPPUFs require accurate modeling of all device and circuit parameters, including the resistances and parasitic capacitances in the crossbar. However, achieving a high degree of modeling accuracy is a significant challenge. Thus, there will likely be tradeoffs between the size of the crossbar and the achievable degree of model fidelity.
Impact of peripherals (sense amplifiers and row/ column drivers). The sense amplifiers, which are used to measure the output voltage in the crossbar, have an inherent noise margin. This noise margin can lead to ambiguous results, thereby resulting in uncharacteristic outputs.
Impact of temperature and voltage fluctuations on stability. The behavior of nanoelectronic devices typically vary with temperature. Thus, the outputs of crossbars built with these nanoelectronic devices will also vary with temperature and result in uncharacteristic outputs. This may lead to false authentication and/or rejection. Device physicists have demonstrated significant progress in fabricating nanoelectronic devices that are stable over a range of temperatures. For instance, researchers have demonstrated a CRRAM device that exhibits stable operation even when the device is operated at 150 C for over 10 6 clock cycles [52] . Reduced order simulation of crossbars and its impact on security. The security of the NanoPPUF strongly depends on the complexity of the device model. If one can build a reduced model of the device (e.g., a piece-wise linear model) and still can accurately predict both the device and crossbar behaviors, the security of the system will be reduced as the computation effort for an attacker is reduced.
V. NANOELECTRONICS-BASED TRUE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS (NanoTRNGS)
A. NanoTRNGS
Random number generators are important security primitives as they are used in generating session keys that are essential to establish secure communication channels. NanoTRNGs leverage inherent randomness in nanoelectronic devices, specifically CRRAM, to generate random numbers.
1) Architecture:
CRRAMs can be used to generate random numbers as shown in Fig. 11 [3] . A CRRAM is formed from a layer of silicon dioxide between two electrodes with the bottom electrode being the drain of a CMOS transistor. This structure makes them compatible with CMOS device processes.
2) Operation: In these devices, electrons trapped in the insulation layer will randomly impact the current flowing through the filament channel. Upon applying a high voltage (3 V for the device in [3] ), the current flowing through the filament will be too large to be impacted by the trapped electrons. However, on applying a low voltage (1.2 V), the width of the filament shrinks. The trapped electrons strongly influence the current flowing through the device. Since the number of trapped electrons is random, the output current, which depends on the number of trapped electrons, will also be random.
3) Security Properties: Randomness of a TRNG is quantified using the suite of randomness tests designed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Researchers have reported that the CRRAM-based TRNG has successfully passed all these tests [3] .
4) Other NanoTRNGs:
Since the premise of this TRNG is based on the randomness in the current passing through filaments, one can exploit a similar phenomenon in memristors, PCMs, and RRAM devices to build TRNGs. Similar to generating random numbers using CRRAM devices, randomness in the amount of dopants in diodes is used to generate random numbers [53] .
5) CMOS-Based TRNGs:
In CMOS technology, the inherent process variations in the FPGAs are leveraged to generate random numbers [54] , where circuits such as ring oscillators are used for randomness extraction. However, the extracted random values are unstable since the frequency of a ring oscillator highly depends on the operating temperature. Randomness in the power-up state of SRAMs have been used to generate random numbers [55] .
6) Advantages Over CMOS-Based TRNGs: NanoTRNGs are attractive over their CMOS counterparts due to their lowpower consumption, high-density, and increased amount of randomness in their physical properties.
7)
Outstanding Challenges: Though all nanoelectronic devices possess randomness, one needs to design circuits that extract randomness from these devices and convert into digital values. Such a circuit requires a highly-sensitive sense amplifier to act as a threshold circuit between logic 0 and logic 1. Furthermore, the stability of NanoTRNGs is yet to be studied. Since the randomness in the device current varies with respect to temperature and voltage fluctuations, the quality of random numbers generated using NanoTRNGs may also vary.
B. Nanoelectronic Device-Based Unique Signatures
Nanoelectronic devices can be used to generate a unique signature for hardware by exploiting two characteristics [56] : 1) inherently nonuniform, irreproducible process variations during fabrication and 2) forming step required to make them functional. Researchers use a pair of nonpolar nanoelectronic devices in series as a random bit generator, where the bit generation is a function of the location of a low resistance filament [56] . Multiple instances of such random bit generators can produce a random word. Since this signature is nonvolatile, it may be used for hardware identification purposes. This embedded hardware ID can be used to thwart electronic counterfeiting or detect refurbished components.
1) Architecture:
Consider a pair of memristors in series as shown in Fig. 12 . The bottom metal electrode (BE) and the insulator layer are common for the two devices. Each memristor has its own top metal electrode (TE).
2) Operation: During the forming step, one TE is biased while the other TE is grounded. Two low-resistant filaments are formed; one beneath each TE through the insulator material layer. During the RESET operation, the resistance values of the two series memristors are returned to the HRS. During this operation, only one of the low resistance filaments becomes highly resistive; the other filament remains of low resistivity. The location of this latter filament serves as the random bit value. This location depends on the process-induced variations in insulator layer thickness and dopant concentration in the memristors. The location of the low-resistant filament is also impervious to additional SET and RESET operations. Thus, a unique signature is generated for the hardware. This signature will not be determined prior to the ''formation'' step, thus precluding an attacker in the manufacturing unit from passively reading this unique device ID and spoof it.
3) Security Analysis: The uniqueness of the signatures produced by a nanoelectronic-based unique signatures is quantified by the uniqueness metric. The ideal value is close to 50%. Memristor-based unique signatures, demonstrated in [22] , has a uniqueness value of 49.9%.
4)
Other Nanoelectronic-Based Unique Signatures: Similar to comparing the resistivity of two memristors to generate a random bit, researchers compared the resisitivity of two STTRAM cells to generate a random bit [57] . PCKGen uses the variation in the write time of PCM devices to produce unique device signatures [58] . Furthermore, these keys can be dynamically generated by applying different sets of write pulses with varying amplitude and duration.
5) CMOS-Based Unique Signatures:
A unique device signature in CMOS can be derived from an unwritten SRAM circuit [40] . An SRAM cell consists of two transistors connected in a butterfly-like fashion. Due to threshold voltage mismatch caused by process variations, one transistor will be stronger than the other. This mismatch is then used to generate the random signature.
6) Advantages Over CMOS Unique Signatures:
In case of CMOS-based unique signatures, an attacker in the manufacturing facility can easily read-out the unique signature and use it to spoof the hardware. Unlike with the nanoelectronic-based unique signatures, this tampering is not irrefutable.
7)
Outstanding Challenges: Similar to NanoTRNGs, memristor-based unique signatures require a sense amplifier with high resolution and high stability to convert the randomness to signatures. Furthermore, they suffer from stability issues as the characteristics of the nanoelectronic devices vary with temperature and voltage fluctuations.
VI. NANOELECTRONICS-BASED TAMPER DETECTION CIRCUITs (NanoTDCs)
Tamper detection entails identifying unauthorized usage of or access to the target hardware. Tamper evidentmemories not only ensure the confidentiality of the stored data but also expose any attempt to read or write into them [60] . We will show how the device formation, nonvolatility, and run-time drift properties in nanoelectronic devices can be leveraged for tamper detection. Specifically, we demonstrate manufacture-time and run-time tamper detection in memristor-based memories.
A. Architecture
Consider the crossbar with memristors shown in Fig. 3 . There are two kinds of paths in the crossbar: direct path and sneak path. In a direct path, current flowing from an input (row) to an output (column) is the function of the resistance of the device at the crosspoint of that input and output. In a sneak path, the current flowing from an input to an output is a function of the resistance of devices at other crosspoints in the crossbar. Such memristor-based crossbars have been used to build nonvolatile memories [61] , [62] . In these memories, the HRS and LRS are used to represent logic 0 and 1, respectively.
Write operation. To write to a particular device, V RESET (for logic 0) or V SET (for logic 1) is applied to the corresponding row, and 0 V is applied to the corresponding column.
Read operation. To read a particular device, a read voltage, usually a positive pulse of small amplitude, is applied to the corresponding row. The current flowing out of the corresponding column is compared with a reference current. If the output current is greater than the reference current, then a logic 1 is read, otherwise a logic 0 is read. In devices that exhibit memristance drift, applying a read voltage across the memristor can cause its memristance to drift. Hence, in order to undo this change caused by memristance drift during the read operation, a two-stage read operation is used [63] . For a bipolar memristor, the ideal read pattern uses a positive pulse followed by a negative pulse of the same magnitude and duration, creating a zero net-change in memristance.
B. Operation

1) Manufacture-Time Tamper Detection:
The device formation step in memristors enables one to differentiate a virgin (i.e., nformed) device from one that has been used (i.e., ormed). Any user (authorized or unauthorized) would need to form these devices before gleaning any useful information. One can check whether a device has been used or not. Such a technique is useful to verify the Fig. 12 . Electrical configuration for generating unique signatures using memristors [56] .
trustworthiness of the new integrated circuits received from an untrustworthy fabrication facility. In this technique, one first writes a known value to the memristor(s), reads that value back, writes the complement of the known value to the memristor(s), reads the next value back, and compares the results. If the formation step had not occurred, it would not be possible to write to the memristor(s), and the result of the comparison would show the values read were the same. However, if the memristors have been formed, then the comparison will show that the values read are different. This second case is an evidence of possible tampering of the circuit.
2) Run-Time Tamper Detection: Unauthorized memory reads in memristor-based memories can be detected as follows [59] . The key idea to detect an unauthorized read operation is to monitor the associated drift in memristance.
In order to cover his trail, the attacker (after performing the unauthorized read) may restore the memristance of the device to its original value by ''unreading'' (e.g., applying a read pulse of opposite polarity but with the same magnitude and width) the device. The memristance then drifts in the opposite direction by the same amount and returns to the original value.
To prevent the attacker from restoring the memristance value, the memory read operation is modified as shown in Fig. 13 [59] . The modified memory read operation uses two consecutive read pulses. While the magnitude and duration of the first pulse are public (i.e., known to the attacker as well), the magnitude and duration of the second pulse are private and known only to an authorized user. Thus, even though an attacker can restore the memristance value to its initial value using a pulse of opposite polarity, he cannot revert back the change in memristance caused by the second pulse with its private parameters. This way, the memristance value following an unauthorized read operation will be different from the initial memristance value before the read operation and cannot be undone. The authorized user can detect this change in memristance, and consequently, the tampering.
C. Security Analysis
In case of manufacture-time tamper detection, it is impossible for an attacker to use a memristor and evade the detection mechanism of a defender (designer). This is because an attacker has to perform ''device formation'' on each device before using them, changing the resistance from a few gigaohms to few megaohms; a defender can always detect this change in the resistance of the device. In case of run-time tamper detection, it has been demonstrated that a 50-mV change in the amplitude of the second pulse causes the device resistance to change by 5% [59] .
D. Other NanoTDCs
Similarly, one can extend the run-time tamper detection technique to other nanoelectronic devices, such as PCM and STT-RAM, which exhibit run-time drift in their resistance. Recently, researchers have proposed a tamper detection circuit using magnetic RAM (MRAM) devices, whose device operation is similar to that of STT-RAM devices except that the magnetic field changes the free layer from parallel to anti-parallel [65] . Any attempt to read the devices using external magnetic field changes its alignment. A defender can sense this change to detect the tampering.
Recently, researchers used ambipolarity property in Silicon Nanowire Field Effect Transistors (SiNW-FETs) to prevent manufacture-time tampering [64] . An ambipolar SiNW-FET can behave either as an NMOS or as an PMOS device, depending up on the value applied to its ''polarity gate'' terminal. For example, Fig. 14(a) shows a circuit with SiNW-FETs. Depending upon the values applied to the polarity gate terminals, the circuit can exhibit either the configuration shown in Fig. 14(b) or the one in Fig. 14(c) . The values to the polarity gate terminals are not applied during manufacturing. Thus, an attacker in the foundry will not be able to tamper with the design, as he does not know whether a particular SiNW-FET behaves as an NMOS device or as an PMOS device. This prevents piracy and overbuilding of circuits.
One can use nanoelectronic mechanical switches (NEMS) to thwart reverse engineering of a chip [66] . NEMS devices convert an external mechanical vibration into electrical energy through the piezoelectric effect. Fig. 15 conceptually illustrates the schematic of a chip using a NEMS-based energy harvester to thwart delayering attacks. The NEMS/MEMS device is connected to the erasure device through an antifuse, which is enabled after fabrication. Any attempt to delayer will trigger the NEMS device due to the induced vibration. Consequently, the erasure device is triggered, thereby destroying the design and preventing an attacker from gaining any information.
E. Tamper detection in CMOS
A CMOS device can be tampered with during manufacturing. Researchers have proposed circuit-level techniques to detect insertion of additional circuits or Fig. 13 . Run-time tamper detection using nanoelectronic devices [59] .
The dark and lightly shaded regions represent the high-resistive and low-resistive regions, respectively. The dotted line represents the location of the domain wall which determines the current resistance value. Every read operation uses two pulses. The magnitude and duration of the first pulse are public, whereas the magnitude and duration of the second pulse are known only to the defender. modification to existing circuits [67] . To detect run-time write operations, there are no device-or circuit-level techniques for CMOS devices to the best of our knowledge.
F. Advantages Over Tamper Detection in CMOS
As mentioned above, CMOS devices require systemlevel techniques to enable tamper detection, resulting in high power and performance overhead. However, NanoTDCs use inherent device properties to enable detection, thus requiring less power and performance overhead.
G. Outstanding Challenges
In the context of tamper detection in nanoelectronic devices-based circuits, the amplitude and duration of the second pulse have to be adjusted so that the read and write margins of the devices are honored. Such fine adjustments require a complex write circuit, which may consume more power than its counterpart in conventional memory. However, researchers have proposed similar write circuits, though not in the context of tamper detection, to tolerate process variations in memistors [61] , [62] . Thus, these circuits can be repurposed for security. Furthermore, to perform tamper detection in nanoelectronic device-based memories, changes in resistance values have to be accurately sensed. This requires designing highly sensitive sense amplifiers. Such sense amplifiers are typically large and consume more power. Hence, one needs to develop a power-efficient, high-resolution read and write circuits. Similar to SiNW-FETs, graphenes also exhibit the ambipolarity property [68] and thus can be used to prevent piracy and overbuilding of circuits.
VII. NANOELECTRONICS-BASED FORENSICS (NanoForensics)
We now explain how one can use the run-time drift property of memristors for forensics using memristor-based digital logic gates. Specifically, one can determine the set of input patterns applied to the circuit in the past using forensics.
A. Architecture: Memristor-Based Threshold Gates
Consider the memristor-based threshold logic (MTL) gates proposed in [69] . In an MTL gate, the memristors are used as weights on the inputs of the gate. Fig. 16(a) shows a 3-input threshold gate which uses the memristors M A , M B , and M C to weigh the current flowing from the inputs A, B, and C, respectively. The current mirrors isolate the currents flowing through the different inputs. The current comparator is then used to compare the sum of the weighted currents against the reference current I ref . If the sum of the weighted currents is greater than I ref , then the output is logic 1; Otherwise, the output is logic 0. A positive voltage denotes logic 1, and 0 V denotes logic 0.
To program the memristors of the MTL circuit, one can use a programming circuit, which is similar to the write circuit of the memristor-based memory. One can use the same write circuit to address all the memristors in the design, or a write circuit for every set of memristors [70] , [71] .
B. Operation
As discussed previously, when logic 1 (positive voltage) is applied to an input, the memristance value of the corresponding memristor changes. On the other hand, there will not be any change in memristance when logic 0 is applied. The amount of drift depends on the number of logic 1's applied to that input. For example, consider an MTL gate implementing an AND function. The memristance values of the memristors are 2 M. Let the amplitude and duration of input pulses be 1.1 V and 2 ns, respectively. Consider one million, two million and three million 1's are applied to inputs A, B, and C, respectively. The final memristance values of memristors M A , M B , and M C will be 2.12 M, 2.25 M, and 2.38 M, respectively. The changes in memristance values are caused by memristance drift.
Conversely, if one determines that the final memristance values of memristors M A , M B , and M C are 2.12 M, 2.25 M, and 2.38 M, respectively, one can estimate that about one million, two million, and three million 1 s have been applied to the inputs A, B, and C, respectively. This is referred to as forensic analysis. Consider extending this forensic analysis from individual gates to circuits. The number of 1's received by an input of a gate depends on its location within the circuit. Consequently, the change in the memristance of the memristors at the inputs of different gates will be different.
Consider the C17 circuit, one of the ISCAS'85 benchmark circuits, shown in Fig. 16(b) . Let us name the memristors based on the signals/gates that feed them. On applying the input pattern 11111, the memristance values of the memristors I1-I5 and G3-G5 will change. Similarly, on applying the input pattern 00000, the memristance values of the memristors G1-G4 will change. Note that the memristance values of the memristors G3 and G4 change for both patterns.
By measuring the change in the memristance of a memristor, one can determine the number of 1's received at that input. Similarly, the number of 1's received by all the memristors in the circuit can be determined. After measuring the changes in memristance values, a forensic analyst can make the following observations. If none of the memristors had drifted, then the hardware was never used. If a set of memristors had drifted, then he can identify a set of input patterns that may have been applied to the hardware which caused that drift. For instance, if only the memristors I1-I5 and G3-G5 had drifted, then he will identify the input pattern applied to the hardware as 11111. If the memristor G3 had drifted more than the other gates, then he infers that input patterns applied are d0ddd, d100d, d101d, and/or d110d, where d represents a ''don't care'' bit value.
C. Security Analysis
While the above example demonstrates the feasibility of forensics in MTL gates, its security analysis is still lacking. The ability of an attacker to apply a set of input patterns which cannot be recovered by the above analysis are yet to be developed. Furthermore, metrics for hardware forensics is yet to be developed.
D. Other NanoForensics
One can extend a similar line of research to other nanoelectronic devices such as PCM which exhibit runtime drift.
E. Forensics in CMOS
Forensic analysis of CMOS-based designs has not been explored to the best of authors' knowledge. However, similar to memristance drift for memristors, one can leverage the Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) effect in CMOS for forensics [72] . NBTI occurs in a CMOS transistor when electron traps are formed at the siliconsilicon dioxide interface. The NBTI effect in PMOS is more dominant than it is in NMOS. Applying logic 1 to the PMOS transistor subjects it to NBTI stress which then degrades the threshold voltage of the transistor and thereby increases its delay. A forensic analysis can detect this change if one can determine the number of logic 1 s received by that transistor.
F. Advantages Over Forensics in CMOS Designs
Unfortunately, the rate of change in the delay of a CMOS transistor due to NBTI is slow (on the order of a few years) when compared to the instantaneous change in memristance values due to memristance drift. Thus, performing forensics in memristor-based circuits is relatively easier when compared to CMOS. 
G. Outstanding Challenges
To perform forensic analysis in MTL gates, changes in memristance values have to be accurately sensed. This requires designing highly sensitive sense amplifiers. Such sense amplifiers are typically large and consume more power. However, researchers have designed powerefficient sense amplifier circuits [70] , [71] .
Additionally, increasing either the duration or amplitude of the input pulses will significantly change the memristance value of the device, thereby making forensic analysis easier. However, changes in memristance values over time also move the weights of MTL gates out of range, making the hardware nonfunctional. An authorized user has to once again reset the memristors to their initial memristance values. While decreasing the duration or amplitude of the input pulses will increase the usage time of the hardware, it makes the forensic analysis harder as the change in memristance values will be small. Thus, the duration and amplitude of input pulses have to be optimized for hardware usage time and ease of forensic analysis.
VIII. NANOELECTRONICS-BASED CRYPTO ARCHITECTURES
While nonvolatile main memories (NVMM) are attractive as they retain data even during power-off, an attacker can read-out its contents. One can prevent such attacks by encrypting the data using algorithms (e.g., AES), storing it in the memory and decrypting it while reading it out. However, this results in huge power, performance, and area overhead. Furthermore, these cryptographic algorithms are susceptible to side-channel attacks, where an attacker can retrieve the secret key by monitoring the sidechannel information such as power and timing. To thwart such attacks and enable low-cost encryption, researchers have proposed encryption using nanoelectronic devices [73] , [74] . Sneak path encryption (SPE) uses sneak paths in a crossbar to encrypt the data, thereby creating a secure NVMM (SNVMM) [73] .
A. Architecture Consider a typical two-level memory architecture shown in Fig. 17(a) . The processor and cache operate on the unencrypted data. The sneak-path encryption control unit (SPECU) is placed between the NVMM and the level-2 cache. The SPECU controls the SPE to encrypt the data stored in NVMM.
The SNVMM consists of a crossbar and a transistor control circuit shown in Fig. 17(b) . The crossbar is similar to that of the one shown in Fig. 3 , except that each crosspoint in the crossbar, in addition to a memristor, has a transistor. This transistor enables the selection of a particular memristor for read and write operations. The selected memristor is called the point of encryption (PoE). The transistor control circuit switches on a selected set of transistors to create sneak paths used by the SPECU for encryption and decryption. During conventional read and write operations, the transistor control circuit disables sneak paths, thereby facilitating valid read and write operations. In addition to enabling sneak paths for encryption and decryption, SNVMM modifies the amplitude and duration of write pulses, which are determined by the PRNGs and the look-up-tables. One PRNG uses the first-half of the key to generate random numbers that control the amplitude and duration of the write pulse; the other PRNG uses the secondhalf of the key to generate random numbers that select the PoEs. The two LUTs map the random numbers to the amplitude and duration of the write pulse and the location of PoEs.
B. Operation
The write and read operations of SNVMM are similar to the memory described in Section VI. We now describe encryption and decryption.
Encryption. The user applies the key which is used as the seed for the PRNGs. The PRNGs and LUT generate the duration and amplitude of write pulses and the location of PoEs. Applying a voltage pulse to a PoE, in the presence of sneak paths, results in a voltage difference across the selected and its adjacent memristors. Their memristance is either increased or decreased, thereby changing the data stored in them.
The same process is repeated for several PoEs, changing the content of memristors. A new PoE is selected for each clock cycle. The process is repeated for several clock cycles until the contents of all the memristors in the SNVMM are changed. Fig. 18 shows how the contents of different memristors are modified at every clock cycle. The set of memristors affected are unique to each PoE and are based on the physical parameters of the crossbar and the data stored in each cell.
Decryption. As shown in Fig. 18 , the PoEs are addressed in an order inverse to that of encryption. Though the duration of the write pulses remains the same as the one during encryption, their amplitude is inverted. This reverses the change in the memristances caused during encryption and retains the original data. Any change in the sequence of the addressed PoEs alters the set of memristors affected, thereby resulting in a data different from the original data.
C. Security Analysis
The SPE scheme has the following security features [73] . (i) high-sensitivity to changes in the key, data, and physical parameters of the crossbar, (ii) low correlation between the data and the encrypted data, and (iii) randomness in encrypted data when the either the data has low-density of 1 s and 0 s or the key has low density of 1 s and 0 s. These features ensure that the encryption scheme is secure.
D. Other Crypto-Architectures Using Nanoelectronic Devices
Since nanoelectronic devices, especially RRAMs, consume less power than CMOS devices, RRAM-based crossbars are used to implement cryptographic algorithms. Such crossbars are resilient to power analysis-based sidechannel attacks [74] .
Recently, researchers used Graphene-based symmetric tunneling FETs (SymFETs) to thwart fault attacks [64] . SymFETs cut off the source-drain current if the sourcedrain voltage is outside a narrow voltage band. Such and green the memristors whose contents are encrypted [73] .
SymFETs can be used to build fault-tolerant power supply circuits to thwart fault attacks. Any fault, which is injected in the power supplies, changes the source-drain voltage. Consequently, the device will not output current to drive the cryptographic circuits and hence no computation will be performed, preventing an attacker from learning any useful information.
E. CMOS-Based Encryption Algorithms
Traditionally, the data stored in a CMOS memory is protected through encryption algorithms. However, there is no technique that leverages the inherent properties of CMOS devices to encrypt the memory contents.
F. Advantages Over CMOS Crypto-Architectures
As mentioned before, CMOS-based crypto-architectures have high power and performance overhead and are susceptible to side-channel attacks. However, cryptoarchitectures using nanoelectronic devices have less power and performance overhead and are resilient to power analysis-based side-channel attacks [73] , [74] .
G. Outstanding Challenges
One needs to evaluate if the cryptographic strength of SPEs is on par with that of mathematically proven encryption algorithms such as AES. Furthermore, one needs to evaluate the resiliency of crypto-architectures using nanoelectronic devices to other side-channel attacks such as timing and fault analysis.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We surveyed the important characteristics of nanoelectronic devices and demonstrated how they can be used to build new security primitives. Researchers have focused mostly on nanoPUFs and nanoPPUFs. As a result of this, several metrics and design criteria have been developed for nanoPUFs and nanoPPUFs. To a lesser extent, design and evaluation of nanoelectronic device-based random number generators have been reported. Applications such as tamper detection and forensics using nanoelectronic devices are evolving. Furthermore, different nanoelectronic devices have different sets of properties, thus enabling different security primitives. Table 4 lists the possible security primitives that can be implemented by different nanoelectronic devices. These security primitives have found applications in industry. For instance, Crocus Technology has started providing magnetic RAM-based memory that enables one to perform authentication without reading out from the memory [75] . One can perform a red-team/blueteam approach. To understand the security capabilities of different nanoelectronic devices, we organized a red-team/ blue-team competition as part of the 2014 New York University's Embedded Security Challenge [76] . Participating teams proposed different nanoelectronic device-based security primitives, including [31] , [33] , [64] .
An important direction for device physicists is to engineer nanoelectronic devices not only for memory and logic circuits but also for security primitives. Security researchers should develop new security primitives, protocols, and associated mathematical proofs by abstracting the detailed characteristics of nanoelectronic devices. Circuit and computer-aided design engineers should bridge the gap between device engineers and security researchers, harnessing these devices characteristics to satisfy security requirements. Research challenges for engineers at different abstraction levels are listed in Table 5 . These challenges are a consolidation of challenges of individual security primitives. Only when all these challenges are solved, one can harness the security benefits of nanoelectronics. h Table 5 Challenges for Device, Circuit, Computer-Aided Design, and Security Engineers 
